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Abstract—In this paper, we present a effective state estima-
tion algorithm that combined with various sensors information
(Inertial measurement unit, joints encoder, camera and LIDAR)
to enable balance the different frequency and accuracy for the
locomotion of our quadruped robot StarDog. Of specific interest
is the approach to preprocess a series of sensors measurement
which can obtain robust data information, as well as improve the
system performance in terms of time and accuracy. In the IMU-
centric leg odometry which fuse the inertial and kinematic data,
the detection of foot contact state and lateral slip are considered
to further import the accuracy of robot’s base-link posiiton and
velocity. Before use the NDT registration to align the point clouds,
we need to feed the requirement by preprocessing these data and
obtaining initial localization in map. Also a modular filtering is
proposed which can fuse leg odometry based on the inertial-
kinematics state estimator of the quadruped robot and LIDAR-
based localization method. This algorithm has been tested from
the experimental data at indoor building and the motion capture
system is used to evaluate the performance, the experimental
results can demonstrate the feasibility of low error and high
frequency for our quadruped robot system.
Index Terms—quadruped robot, state estimation, preprocess
data, modular filter
I. INTRODUCTION
QUADRUPED robot is widely used in exploration, rescue,transportation, etc [10]. Our purpose is to achieve au-
tonomous navigate and provide rescue assistance in the disas-
ter building environment for the quadruped robot that can reli-
ably cross obstacles, explore the harsh unknown environment.
In order to complete the task autonomously and effectively,
the robot requires to provide accurate information to localize
itself by the estimation algorithm, also it must be able to
perceive the environment to build accurate environmental map
and execute reliable operations. At the same time the more
attentions are paid for accurate and reliable state estimation
which can promote the control systems in the feedback loop by
regulating the parameters, planning the trajectories, balancing
controlled, adjusting later slip [15], etc.
However, there still exists random errors and solution drifts
in the inertial sensor, impulsive shock and vibration caused
by the different trait, the low frequency sensors as well as
high frequency demand for control system, which makes the
accurate and reliable state estimation a key challenge problem.
We take advantage of a series of sensors which include
inertial, kinematic, vision and LIDAR measurement to present
a modual state estimator for quadruped robot in locomotion. To
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Fig. 1. Left: The quadruped robot with 18 degrees of freedom in test
environment and equipped with different sensors. Right: StarDog Robot
platform shown in RVIZ and can sense the surroundings by LIDAR.
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to combine leg
odometry and NDT localization on quadruped robot, as well
as preprocess a variety of sensors to promote the performance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The calibration for camera and robot base-link just based
on laser track and camera is proposed in this paper. Laser
tracker can provider high accuracy data and doesn’t be
affected by the sight occlusion, also the operation doesn’t
need robot to move at all.
• We present the method of detection for foot contact, and
mainly take consideration of early or late contact. The
lateral drift or slip will be considered to compensate the
velocity for the robot control system. The data fusion
based on EKF and can obtain leg odometry.
• Through the preprocessing the point clouds and initial
localization information, we improve the effectiveness of
matching/aligning and can use NDT method to obtain the
transformation in the movement of quadruped robot.
• We experimentally establish that the fuse with NDT
approach and leg odometry provide the state estimation
with low error and high frequency in locomotion.
The structure of this article as follows: Sec. II reveals the
state-of-the-art research of state estimation. The quadruped
robot platform and sensors scheme are described in Sec. III.
Our main algorithm is detailed in Sec. IV which include
discussing the different modules and processing method for
sensors. The experimental evaluation is present in Sec. V to
demonstrate the performance and the conclusion and future
plan are shown in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
For the past few years, a quite lot of remarkable work
have been shown and these quadruped robots reveal excellent
mobility, such as Bostion Dynamics BigDog [18] and LS3 [14]
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2robot, MIT cheetah3 [4], ETH ANYmal [1], IIT HYQ [19],
and a few more useful applications in complex environment
are present. State estimation have implemented on quadruped
robot for a series of significant literature.
Proprioceptive sensors for state estimation mainly focus
on estimator. Notably, ETH [6] proposed a base full state
estimation based on the fusion of leg encoders and IMU data
through an error EKF method [21], joint kinematics was used
to correct the state update, also the objectivity of the filter was
analyzed. Although Cheetah3 [4] mainly focus on control and
planning, they present a robust estimator through a two-stage
sensor fusion that decouples the orientation from estimation
of position and velocity.
State estimation only rely on proprioceptive sensors and
these sensors model leads to cumulative increase of error
and give rise to drift, as well as obtain the inaccurate map.
Typically, the estimation of fusing proprioceptive sensors
cant be used for navigation, so the exteroceptive sensors are
introduced for a lower drift.
Exteroceptive sensors are always used in Simultaneous
Localization And Mmapping (SLAM) for state estimation
[7]. Specifically, Camera and visual odometry doesnt be used
for our proposed state estimation for there always failure in
dynamic vibration and varying light conditions.
Instead, LIDAR has become popular and can precisely
sense in a long distance. One of the most commonly popular
approach for point clouds registration is the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) [2], but these point clouds need sufficient overlap
between two point clouds data. The Normal Distributions
Transform (NDT) [3] compares the probability between point
clouds and built map to obtain the transform matrix. The
LIDAR odometry and Mapping (LOAM [26]) approach expose
excellent and effective performance and the two-way method
can robust obtains the odometry and mapping. Lightweight
and Ground-Optimized Lidar Odometry and Mapping (LeGO-
LOAM [20]) developed LOAM with loop closure and a two
stage optization.
Fusing with different sensors can reliably improve the per-
formance for state estiimation. Chilian et al. in [9] mainly use
inertial, leg odometry and visual odometry on a slowly craw
six-legged robot. As Ma et al. in [14],[13] described, their
system fused stereo-camera, inertial, kinematic and optional
intermittent GPS to mainly maintain an accurate, modular six-
degree-of-freedom pose estimate of LS3 robot and evaluate the
test extensive with 1 error per distance traveled. In Fallons
paper[11], inertial, kinematics, LIDAR and stereo vision are
probabilistic fused to produce a single consistent estimate
named Pronto for Atlas robot, also a particle filter is used to
localization, this estimator can achieve 2cm per 10 steps drift
in quasi-static experiment. The Pronto is also implemented for
HYQ and WALK-MAN [23], and a combination of the Prone
Kinematics-inertial state estimator and LOAM based on the
full-size humanoid robot WALK-MAN to perform low drift,
high frequency estimation. Nobili et al. in [15],[16] combine
inertial, kinematic, stereo vision and LIDAR measurements to
produce a modular inertial-driven state estimator which can be
directly used to controller. they still compare the performance
of MEMS IMU and fiber optic IMU. Based on the recently
Fig. 2. The hardware/software framework of StartDog, there lists all the
specifications seosors of the system, also the communication can send and
receive through WIFI or network.
proposed COCLO (Contact-Centric Leg Odometry) method
[25], this new estimator used a Square Root Unscented Kalman
Filter to fuse multiple proprioceptive sensors and this contact-
centric approach estimate velocity more precisely. Factor
graph optimization [24] method is presented to tightly fuses
and smooths inertial, leg odometry and visual odometry. As
well as reduce the dependency on foot contact classifications.
Inspired by these outstanding works mentioned above,
our approach aims to present a feasible fusion style of
loosely-coupled EKF and provide robust state estimation for
quadruped robot.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this chapter a robust multi-sensor fusion system frame-
work is built to meet our requirement. Then we pay more
attention on the sensor scheme design, which include reason-
able lectotype, notations, calibration and data-processing.
A. System architecture
The StartDog is a modular electric quadruped robot, which
supports torque, position and speed controlled. Fig 1 shows the
view of our StarDog robot. The platform weights about 40kg
while can carry 10 kg payload, and its overall size is about
1m × 0.27m × 0.6m. Each leg has 3 degrees of freedom, at
the same time can achieve a large range of motion space and
show high mobility, especially these knee joints can rotate 360
degree around.
The hardware and software framework of our StartDog are
analyzed specifically in here and as shown in Fig 2 . In order
to facilitate the real-time realization for robot autonomous
movement, our framework is divided into remote-controlled
and robot-controlled. The remote communicates with robot
through WiFi, we can observe the simulation model while
using the xbox to send order to the real robot. on the another
word, the on-board computer of NUC and Nvidia TX2 are
used to communicate in a local network bu ROS. Nvidia TX2
acquires data from the zed camera and foot sensors to sense,
detect, local mapping, etc. The data of IMU, LIDAR, and joint
encoders are mainly processed and achieve the locomotion
control, state estimation, path planning on NUC computer.
3Fig. 3. Sensors configuration for StartDog. Left: Sensors installed position
and the fields of sensors’ view. Right: the sensors coordinate system as shown
in RVIZ.
B. Sensor Scheme Design
In order to obtain accurate information of the quadruped
robot, a series of relatively stable sensors should be considered.
Such as proprioceptive (Encoders, IMU, and force sensors) and
exteroceptives (Cameras and lidars) sensors.
All 12 leg joints of quadruped robot are equipped with
absolute encoder (RLS encoder), which connect through Ether-
CAT and have a high frequency of 400H and high-resolution.
Considering the cost and practical use, our robot adopts the
Xsens MTi-G-710 (IMU) to detect the base-link acceleration
and angular velocity. The air pressure sensor can detect the
contact of the robot’s foot state, also take into account the
shock absorption and anti-skid performance. Here we use
VLP-16 LIDAR sensor to obtain high precision distance point
clouds information for localization. The frequency is only
about 10HZ though it can generate 30,000 points per second.
In order to further enhanced the performance and the fixed
integration of the sensors system, the configuration of the
sensor coordinate system are set and as shown in Fig. 3.
C. Sensor Notations
In this paper, the mathematical notations would be used as
follow. Matrices will be represented by bold letters, and the
coordinate frames will be set as a different lower-case normal
italic. For example, wb T can represents as a homogeneous
transformation of frame b corresponding to frame w. The
absolute orientation is represented as a quaternion qw.
The direction selection of the coordinate system uses the
right-hand criterion. We set a coordinate system of the robot
base link at the center of mass. Hence, the z-axis is directed
upward and perpendicular to the upper plane, also the x-axis
is directed forward when relative to robot framework as bT.
The world frame is represented as wT. lidarT and camT are
the representation of the LIDAR and camera frame .
D. Sensor Calibration
Measurement noise of each sensor is inevitable, and the
accumulated error is difficult to be completely corrected. Al-
though the transformation between coordinate systems can be
easily obtained according to the CAD model and installation
design, it’s still unable to obtain relatively accurate sensor
information due to such as the assembly tolerance of every
parts, properties of materials, impact of motion, etc. In order
to ensure the reliability of the input raw data, the appropriate
sensors calibration method deserves serious consideration for
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each type of sensor.
Fig. 4. Calibration method between the camera and robot base-link coordi-
nates.
When build local map or get localization data, we can obtain
precise environmental information through camera and convert
to global world coordinate system for deep process. The most
important thing is to know the coordinate between camera
and robot base link [8] . The Radian laser tracker, camera
and designed calibration board are used here to reduce the
influence of various possible noise or error, at same time, we
can further achieve the high accurate coordinate relationship
which can be seen in Fig. 4.
A certain number of target balls are placed on the sophisti-
cated designed calibration board and test board, so the relative
pose relationship between target ball and these boards can see
in Fig. 5. The coordinate data of the 6 target balls at different
posture can be accurately obtained under the laser tracker, then
we determine the direction by the three points criterion. Visual
recognition are used to obtain the camera and calibration board
conversion coordinate by the PNP matching the images input
of the left camera. When we input the photos at different
posture, the relative transformation of the pose relationship
is finally obtained through iterative calculation:
base
camT =
base
bar2T · bar2laserT · laserbar1 T · bar1boardT · boardcam T (1)
E. Sensor Data-Processing
Data processing mainly involves sensors synchronization
and will due to the large difference in frequency, bandwidth
and interface signals. Here we mainly talk about the syn-
chronization of fusing feet sensors, IMU and encoders at
the same time event, of which can provide effective data
for state estimation. The software synchronization scheme is
adopted by using the time synchronization that comes form
ROS (Robot Operating System). By using this method, we
can realize the synchronous output of messages from different
source information under the same time stamp, also it can be
more flexible and inexpensive compare to synchronization via
hardware method such as FPGA.
IV. APPROACH
The autonomous navigation of the quadruped robot requires
low-latency and accurate state elements estimation, especially
the accuracy of the velocity estimation in controller, so the
care should be taken for drift error and high frequency as much
as possible. Our approach can realize a state estimator only
based on the measurement of proprioceptive sensors of IMU
4Fig. 5. Left: The actual target ball and calibration board, we record and
replace ball posture randomly; Right: The corresponding specifications of the
designed coordinate betweent the first ball and the corner in calibration board.
and kinematic with a higher frequency. The external sensor
of LIDAR and camera can also promise the further accuracy
of state measurement and ensure the redundancy, but their
frequency can be very low. Therefore, it is necessary to verify
the trade-off between frequency and accuracy and design a
complementary frame combine with these sensors.
A. Leg Odometry
In this section, we overview an inertial-kinematic estimator
developed from [6]. The state estimation elements of the
quadruped robots base link are defined as follow:
X = [ wb P wVb wb θ ba bω ]
The 15 state elements ( 3D position wPb , velocity
wV
b and
orientation wb θ ) are all expressed in the world coordinate.
The velocity can also expressed in the base link coordinate
(when robot not move and the foot velocity is zero, velocity
wV
f equivalent to
wV
b ). The orientation refers as Euler angler
(quaternion can be transformed through exponential coordi-
nate). At the same time IMU can deal with online calibration
of acceleration and angular velocity biases ba and bω by
EKF, so the data of acceleration and angular velocity can be
corrected in every update loop.
1) IMU estimation: We use Mean value theorem of inte-
grals [17] to provide the prediction state estimation of current
pose via two IMU frames angular and acceleration velocity.
IC
w
b (t+ ∆t) = IC
w
b (t)Exp(w
′
t(t)∆t)
IV
w
b (t+ ∆t) = IV
w
b (t) + a
′
t∆t
IP
w
b (t+ ∆t) = IP
w
b (t) + IV
w
b (t)∆t+ 0.5a
′
t(t)∆t
2
(2)
where IV wb and IP
w
b are the IMU velocity and position,
respectively, ICwb represents the homogeneous transformation
matrix of attitude which can gain by quaternion exponential
operation. ∆t means the timestamp from the IMU frequency.
w′t and a′t will be taken as the average angular and linear
velocity at time t while can get form the mean value at the
time t and t+ ∆t .
Fig. 6. contact state modes of the finite state machine (FSM).
2) Foot Estimation: The foot sensors use AD sampling to
obtain data and get the corresponding air pressure value. Once
the pressure value reaches the threshold value of the vertical
component, the corresponding sensor state is identified.
Considering these bad actual surface conditions, the move-
ment always need reliable contact with the ground. The force
sensor-based method has too much noise, and the accuracy
of the threshold completely cannot be guaranteed. Also the
gait phase is just an ideal foot state generated base on time.
Early or late contact also will lead to instability in walking
locomotion. Therefore, it is necessary to detect the contact
state more precise by adding the event trigger of contact [5].
Combining contact detection of the foot sensors and gait
phase, a finite state machine (FSM) for each leg movement is
defined in Fig. 6. We divide the contact state into 6 modes:
contact and early swing, contact and swing, contact and late
swing, swing and early contact, swing and contact, swing and
late contact. Black line indicate the planned gait phase and
other models can get from the comparision of foot sensors
and gait phase. Fusing these data then we can obtain accurate
estimates of which foot is in contact with the ground.
By selecting the trot gait, the robot can walk forward under
the flat ground. The swing and support time are both set 0.3s
in the actual experiment. Fig. 7 shows the relevant parameters
(force, z-axis position and state) of the left front leg.
Fig. 7. Correlation state of left foreleg in trot gait.
3) Leg Kinematic: The robot base position can compute
from the angle of joints when taking the average of the
combined legs which in reliable contact with the fixed ground.
According to the characteristics of quadruped robot locomo-
tion, we propose the following leg kinematic methods which
select the change amount between the joints kinematic data in
given frame to calculate the base position (see Alg. 1, Alg. 2).
The last frame will be seem as the given frame in each
timestamp in algorithm 1, so we can get the change amount
5and transform the data form base link coordinate to world
coordinate. Add it to the initial position, the final position of
base link in world coordinate will obtained.
Algorithm 1 Kinematic estimation for each timestamp data
Input : joints data α, foot sensor data sfj , plan gait pfj , the
orientation of IMU data Iw, timestamp i, leg j.
1: Set the initial startup position as KPwb .
2: if ContactDetect( sfj , pfj ) = true then
3: return Leg contact FCj = 1.
4: end if
5: Get the leg position change amount at each timestamp for
∆P bfi=Fkin(αi+1)−Fkin(αi)
6: Combined the contact state and each leg change
7: Obtain the position change of the robot base link
∆P bfi= −
4∑
j=1
FCj∆P
b
fj .
8: Transform the position in world frame at each timestamp
∆PK−i= Cwb ∆P
b
fi = Exp(w∆t)∆P
b
fi.
9: Compute the position of base link
K
Pw
b
+ = ∆PK−i.
10: return
K
Pw
b
.
In algorithm 2, the initial frame of each leg connected
with the ground can also be seen as the given frame in each
timestamp. The base link position can get update through
setting the switch of each leg as a conversion volume.
Algorithm 2 Kinematic estimation for each leg switch data
Input : joints data α, foot sensor data sfj , plan gait pfj , the
orientation of IMU data Iw, timestamp i, leg j.
1: Set the initial startup position as KPwb .
2: if ContactDetect( sfj , pfj ) = true then
3: return Leg contact FCj = 1.
4: return switch joint angle αf0 = αi
5: end if
6: Get the leg position change amount at each timestamp for
∆P bfi=Fkin(αi+1)−Fkin(αf0)
7: Obtain the position change of the robot base link
∆P bfi= −
4∑
j=1
FCj∆P
b
fj .
8: Transform the position in world frame at each timestamp
∆PK−i= Cwb ∆P
b
fi.
9: if foot state of last frame is switch then
10: return conversion volume fK+ =PK−i
11: end if
12: Compute the position of base link
K
Pw
b
= fK + pK−i.
13: return
K
Pw
b
.
Alg. 1 mainly consider the change amount between 2
nearest frames, so the error only exits in these 2 frames. At the
same time, the new frame and the initial frame which related
to switched foot are used in Alg. 2 and the error will be the
accumulation in a gait cycle. for the low error and reliable
change amount, we choose Alg. 1 as the Kinematic estimation
method to get the robot base-link position.
The differential derivative calculation of Jacobian method
will enlarge the base link velocity error for the movement
impact, also the friction resistance, the installation clearance of
the joints, and the sensor reading error are the very influential
factor. Here we propose a technique to modify the base-link
velocity. Linear velocity of robot base-link takes consideration
of not only position at different timestamp [22], but also
the lateral slide in dynamic locomotion, so the accurate and
smooth estimate forum as follows:
KV
w
b =
KP
w
b (t)−KPwb (t−nT )
nT + Iw¯Rl (3)
Where Rl is the distance between base-link and the tip
of the foot by the kinematics, T represents the interval of
timestamp, we choose n=15 as the experiment parameter.
4) Leg Odometry: The leg odometry is always affected
by the proprioceptive sensors, for there exists the calculation
error, as well as the significant kinematic drift and noise in
the IMU readings or integrate.
By making use of the reliable sensors readings and fusing
these information to improve the performance, we design
the EKF framework to calculate the robot base-link state
estimation which inspired by [20],[21]. For the magnitude
of these parameters often differs greatly and tends to cause
divergence or failure, so the error value is used as a state
variable to ensure the input state is a relatively small amount,
The error parameters are set as
[
δP δV δθ δba δbω
]
.
Through the establishment of prediction and update model
equations, the data fusion framework is constructed to achieve
a more accurate estimation. The global foot contact position is
not reliable obtained for the moment controlled is considered
instead of position controlled, also we cant get this data form
motion capture system, as a result, the error of joint kinematics
and IMU provide the update of state vector other than foot
placement [6].
As shown in Fig. 8, the feedback correction method is
selected to obtain the leg odometry. The feedback value
calculated by EKF will be directly fed back to the IMU
prediction model to compensate for the state.
This method can further reduce drift and the calculation
result can be more accurate.
Fig. 8. Flow chart of fusion method for Leg odometry.
B. LIDAR-based Estimation
The leg odometry can be obtained jsut under its initial
motion coordinate (we refer to odom coordinate system), but
it exists severely drift over time and lead to relatively large
errors as if not use any exteroceptive sensors to improve
the performance, also the rotation around z-axis can not
observable [6]. Camera and visual odometry doesnt be used
6for our proposed state estimation, for there always failure in
dynamic locomotion and low light environment. Visual module
only provides the initial localization and detection here. At the
end more efforts have to be focused on LIDAR.
In the following we define the LiDAR-based localization
approach for the robot base link state estimation respected to
a map frame.
To deal with the information from the LIDAR sensor, we
analyze various of 3D laser point cloud matching methods and
choose the Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) registration
to achieve pose estimation. Input parameters include the laser
point cloud, predictable motion estimation, initial localization
and global map, processed by NDT algorithm of scanning
alignment and finally output the global state.
1) Laser point cloud matching: The laser point cloud has
almost 30,000 raw points per scan, In addition, point clouds
distortions and cluttered points always exist in the scanning
process. These interferences will cause too long matching
time, weak matching and need to optimize through the pre-
filtering, which can leverage the number of false alignments
and ensure the trade off of the match efficiency and accuracy.
The processing of the laser point cloud shown as follow:
Fig. 9. Left: the raw point cloud in a simulation environment. right: the point
cloud after outlier removed.
A. Remove outlier point cloud
The raw point clouds can be divided into ground, cluster
and outlier according to environmental characteristics [20].
To compute the angle change among the extracted point
clouds, the point cloud with a small angle will be set as the
ground point cloud [12]. After removing the ground, we cluster
the point cloud through judge the angle of the vertical distance
between the two point clouds to allocate labels. Whats more,
ignore clusters with a small number of point clouds which
defined to the outlier point cloud. The comparision of the
different processing results are shown in the Fig 9.
B. Downsample point cloud
A large number of laser point clouds will also lead to match-
ing delay and error, so it is necessary to carry out reasonable
down sampling to reduce the number of the processed point
cloud. After a series of test and compare, we decide to save
nearly half of the processed point clouds, while can retain the
shape and details of point cloud well.
C. limited point cloud in a fix range
The point cloud which is too far away will lead large
distortion and false recognition, so the laser point cloud within
the range of 0.5− 10m is retained here.
2) Initial localization: The global map is built through
the mapping method with the pre-proccessing point clouds.
Initial localization can determine the initial posture of the
robot base link relative to this global map after starting the
robot, and there are different acquisition methods for obtaing
this transformation matrix. For the simulation environment,
the initial posture can obtain directly by subscribing the
modelstate topic during the initialization process. In order to
ensure the initial pose can be reliably and stably obtained
in both simulation and indoor real environment, we choose
Apriltag as an effective method.
In the process of mapping initialization, the posture of the
image in the map coordinate system mapcamT can be obtained.
Similarly, we can also know the posture of the image in the
motion initialization process odomcam T . By different coordinate
transform can we measure the relative initial posture form
odom to map coordinate mapodomT , the corresponding coordinate
are shown in Fig 10.
Fig. 10. The relationships of coordinate system.
From initial localization we can also obtain the transfor-
mation mapodomT , and the transformation
odom
base T can directly get
from leg odometry in the odom coordinate system. Therefore,
the information of leg odometry mapbaseT shown in map coordi-
nate system for later deal and compare.
3) NDT localization: After select pre-processing point
cloud and obtain initial posture in the map, we need to
provide a better prediction motion between two frame laser
point clouds. The measurement of leg odometry mapbaseTlo are
used to calculate the increment and gradually accumulate the
previous pose when we use NDT matching method and set
the corresponding parameters.
C. Sensor Fusion
In order to balance the accuracy and real-time for the
state estimation, it is necessary to consider and integrate the
approach of the proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors, and
ensure the relatively high-frequency and high-precision output
through the module multi-sensor fusion method. This fusion
framework also need to further optimize the trajectory and
provide the smoothness to prevented matching failure.
Gathered sensors data from the measurement systems
in robot locomotion, We correct the state estimate of the
kinematic-inertial odometry by the LiDAR data association
in a loosely coupled style. A summary of the sensors data and
needed state components of modules in the EKF fusion can
be found in the table I, so we can clearly track the flow of
information among these modules.
7Fig. 11. the block diagram for state estimation structure, the input data are all come from sensors and the position, velocity and orientation of robot base-link
in map coordinate will be obtained.
The multi-sensor fusion framework is shown in Fig. 11,
the red box indicates the preprocessing of different sensor
data, and the flow of information among different modules
represent the transmission of 6-DoF state estimation. At each
iteration of leg odometry, the IMU prediction will be send
to control system to minimize latency, also it provides a
relatively stable measurement. LIDAR registration and initial
localization of visual are all run in much lower frequencies,
so they are used t correct the global localization. By using
the EKF filtering method, we obtain a relatively stable and
accurate state estimation system lastly.
In the architecture of state estimation for our quadruped
robot, we use different sensors and consider both frequency
and accuracy. The total output trajectory of sensor data can be
illustrated in Fig 12. When there have higher-precision sensor
data, the data in the filter will be updated and the subsequent
measurement trajectory need to be recalculated, otherwise the
sensor data of relatively high accuracy will always be used.
In our loosely-coupled EKF method, the update must have the
most highest accuracy and the most slowest frequency through
the data combination and arrange.
Fig. 12. The input sensors measurement in the same time frame, and the
different sensors data can be incorporated into the fusion frame as shown.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we will apply the above-mentioned specific
methods to the quadruped robot, through the built experimental
system providing the suitable references truth data, we can
achieve adequate experiment evaluation and reasonably reli-
TABLE I
SENSOR DATA AND STATE COMPONENTS.
Sensor Frequency position velocity orientation
IMU 400 prediction prediction prediction
Leg encoder 100 update
Foot sensor 100 update
LIDAR 10 update update
Camera 30 update
able verification, also demonstrate that the performance of the
algorithm meets our requirement.
A. Experimental System
The robot simulation platform system and complex envi-
ronment are mainly built by ROS and gazebo, and the visual-
ization can be carried out in RVIZ. The gazebo parameters of
robotstate are taken as the ground truth data.
In order to provide the ground truth data in real time and
accurately, as well as further adjust and optimize the param-
eters of our algorithms, a motion capture system NOKOV is
selected and attached a few markers on the upper deck of the
robot to record the actual pose information. The simulation
and actual experiment system is datailed shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13. The simulation and actual experiment enviroment.
B. Experiment Error Evaluation
In order to measure the accuracy of the state estiamtion, it
is necessary to calculate the dispersion degree of the relative
8error between the different reference value and the calculated
value. The root mean square error and unit distance drift can
be used for experimental evaluation. Root mean square error
(RMSE) is a widely used evaluation index for velocity and
attitude. It is defined as the root mean square of the absolute
error for velocity estimates and real values between given
sampling times:
RMSE =
√
N∑
k=
|Xk− Xk′|2
N
(4)
Drift per Distance Traveled (DDT) represents the evaluation
index of the change for displacement parameters. Its expres-
sion is defined as the error of absolute difference between
different position at given sampling times, The DDT error in
single direction is:
DDTx = 100
1
N
N∑
k=1
|xk− xk′|
N−1∑
k=1
|xk+1−xk|
= 100 ex
N−1∑
k=1
∆x
(5)
C. Experiment and analysis
1) Simulation Experiment for Sensor Fusion: Keyboard
is used to control the quadruped robot with a trot gait in the
built simulation box, then we record the gazebo measurement
and obtain the fusion data for performance evaluation.
The sensor fusion algorithm is tested and Fig.14 shows
the details during walking, which include the global map,
simulation box enviroment, the corresponding trajectories of
different localization methods for robot base-link, as well as
the comparisons of the output frequency and accuracy.
Fig. 14. Different evaluation for state estimation are shown to compare the
accuracy and frequency in simulation.
By analyzing the track accuracy of different localization
methods, we can see the moving trails are basically identical,
but the data noise of leg odometry is relatively large, while
the sensor fusion get a satisfactory accuracy. Also this fusion
method can further improve and keep the output frequency.
Therefore, the accuracy and frequency are all be effectively
balanced by the sensor fusion approach.
2) Actual Experiment for Sensor Fusion: The real exper-
iment of multi-sensor fusion approach is carried out by using
the trot gait for our quadruped robot. The remote controls the
Fig. 15. Different localization trajectories compared in RVIZ and the detail
show the various of experiment visualization.
robot moves in a step of 0.2m per cycle of the mass center
with the leg order of 1-4-2-3.
Transform the different localization data to the map co-
ordinate system and then output the various of trajectory
comparison during robot motion experiment, the track includ-
ing IMU estimation, leg kinematic, leg odometry, laser-based
localization ans sensor fusion, which as shown in Fig. 15.
The transformation relationship from different sensor data
and coordinate system can obtain as shown:
map
baseT=
map
odomT · odombase T
map
imuT =
map
baseT · baseimuT
(6)
where mapodomT can directly obtain form the initial localization
through camera, baseimuT present the relationship between IMU
and robot base-link. Similarity, combined with the IMU and
leg kinematic in map coordinate system, we can known the
leg odometry in map coordinate system.
We can also see the visualization result and the important
frequency optimization. The leg odometry get the highest
frequency but the drift is obvious, while the LIDAR-based
localization shows a reliable track with the discontinuous
lines. Combined with different data, we can further keep the
accuracy, also the frequency of sensor fusion can be promoted,
as well as can ensure a smoothness trajectory.
After output a reliable frequency through fusion, the more
efforts have to be focused on the accyracy for state estimation.
The position data obtained by the markers is just in the motion
capture coordinate system, to further compare the accuracy of
the robot walk trajectory and conduct the error analysis, we
consider projecting the markers data and the fusion data into
a fixed coordinate system.
In order to ensure the unity of the data process and start
form zero in visualization, the coordinates of the marker0
is chosen when the robot in the initial state, and then these
state quantities are converted to the initial marker0 coordinate
system. The corresponding different coordinate systems are
shown in Fig. 16.
Project the measurement information into the target marker
9Fig. 16. The relationship between different transformation coordinate systems
during experiment.
coordinate system for the subsequent treating:
bar0
bar−iT =
mc
bar0T
−1 · mcbar−iT
mc
odomT =
mc
bar0T · bar0baseT · baseodomT
bar0
baseT =
mc
bar0T
−1 · mcodomT · odombase T
bar0
imu T =
bar0
baseT · baseimu T ,
bar0
laserT =
mc
bar0T
−1 · mcodomT · odommap T · maplaserT
(7)
Where mcbar−iT means the transformation of marker0 rela-
tive to the motion capture system in different frame. bar0baseT
represent the relationship between marker0 in designed board
and robot base link. The fixed coordinate transformation
relationship of robot odom and coordinate the motion capture
system is represented as mcodomT .
Fig. 18 shows the measurement results of the robot position
and orientation relate to marker0 coordinate system. Both the
position and orientaiion can match nearly to the ground truth
data by compare with our sensor fusion approach.
The position in z-axis and rotate around z-axis are alway ex-
ist a large noise and the unnegligible drift due to the kinematic
accumulative error as well as the unobserve characteristic on
yaw direction. The position accuracy in x-axis and y-axis
have been great imporved, but it have always been effected
by the computation error from the leg kinematic, as well
as the inevitable inner kinematic error from the whole body
locomition which can be dealt with the essential movement
calibration. Another major improvement exits in pitch and roll,
which are mainly taken from the pre-peocess IMU. As a result,
our fusion algorithm can match the ground truth.
We compute the DDT for the position error and RMSE
for the orientation error during the quadruped robot trotting
for a few time, which include the comparision of leg kine-
matic (Kin), leg odometry (Kin+EKF), lidar-based localization
(LIDAR) and sensor fusion (LIDAR+EKF). Also the error
accuracy of the above different methods related to motion
capture measurements are shown in Fig. 17.
The results shows that the maximum position error less
than 5cm, and the angle error less than 1 degree, these
errors are less than the performance index of the requirement.
Therefore, the sensor fusion approach can effectively provide
state estimation information.
Fig. 17. left: DDT of the robot different position estimate for trot logs. Right:
RMSE of the robot different velocity estimate for trot logs.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel and modular state
estimation algorithm to balance frequency and accuracy for
quadruped robot, which fuses inertial, kinematic, visual and
LIDAR data by Extended Kalman Filter, also a series of ro-
bust and effective preprocess approaches for different sensors
measurement is proposed. We have tested the fusion algorithm
on our experimental StarDog robot data and a motion capture
system is used to evaluate the performance. The proposed
algorithm can meet the requirement with consistently low error
and high frequency estimation.
For future work, we will transplant the system to the
onboard computer, also we intend to implement factor graph
optimization on state estimation, as well as evaluate our
algorithm in the outdoor environment with dynamic shock.
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